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Abstract

Terrain�aided aircraft navigation can be used to detect and correct

errors in inertial navigation systems� The idea of terrain�aided naviga�

tion is to measure the vertical distance to the ground and compare it

with a map on board the aircraft� The comparison between the mea�

surements and the map can be made in a number of ways� Both batch�

and recursive algorithms have been applied to this problem�

In this work the terrain�aided navigation problem is viewed as one

of general nonlinear estimation� Using the Bayesian approach to the

estimation problem� the probability density function of the position

in the map conditioned on the measurements gathered� is updated re�

cursively� The Bayesian solution is algebraically simple but impossible

to implement exactly� By applying a grid to the posterior probability

density function of the aircraft position and recursively updating the

grid values with each new measurement� an implementable solution is

found�

The implementation of the grid algorithm consists of a convolu�

tion and an element�wise matrix multiplication� The grid introduces

quantization errors that need to be adjusted for in the �lter� Simula�

tions over an authentic map indicate good convergence properties and

steady state error performance of the algorithm�
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Chapter �

Introduction

Modern aircraft navigation is often based on several interacting position
estimating systems� with an inertial navigation system �INS� as the basic
position estimator� Unless re�initialized� the position and velocity estimates
in an INS will drift away from the true position and velocity of the aircraft�
This is an e�ect of small errors in accelerometers and gyros summing up as
time proceed� Terrain�aided navigation �TAN� is mainly used to feed the
INS with position xes in order to keep the error in the INS bounded�

The TAN principle is to use the terrain height over the mean sea�
level� the terrain elevation� to draw conclusions about the aircraft position�
Consider Figure ���� the idea is to have a pre stored map on board the

Ground clearance

Terrain elevation

Altitude

Mean sea�level

Figure ���� The terrain�aided navigation principle�

aircraft with samples of the terrain elevation� measured with high accuracy
in known� xed� positions� Flying over an area� the aircraft altitude over
mean sea�level is measured with� e�g�� a barometric sensor and the ground

�
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clearance is measured with a radar� pointing downward� cf� Figure ���� The
di�erence between the altitude and the ground clearance is an estimate of
the terrain elevation� which can be compared to the stored values in the
map� Gathering samples as the aircraft �ies over an area will give an esti�
mate of the terrain elevation prole� The more samples gathered the more
likely it is that the prole is unique and that a good position estimate may
be found when comparing the prole and the map�

The estimation can be done either in a batch run or recursively� updating
the position information with each new terrain elevation sample� The main
obstacle on the way to an e�cient and well performing algorithm is the
general characteristics of the ground elevation� Most estimation algorithms
require linear or almost linear dynamics of the variables to be estimated�
This can not in general be said about the TAN problem� The performance
of the estimator also depends on the amount of variation in the terrain
elevation� Further� if the terrain vary a lot it might still be fairly repetitive
so that the gathered terrain elevation prole will t well at di�erent locations
in the map� These issues are the main reason why the problem becomes hard
to solve�

The idea of using terrain information in navigation is not a new one�
several algorithms exist and have been tested in real applications� The most
known TAN algorithms are TERCOM �terrain contour matching� and SI�
TAN �Sandia inertial terrain�aided navigation�� TERCOM is batch oriented
and correlate gathered proles with the map periodically ��� �� ���� SITAN
uses a modied version of an extended Kalman lter �EKF� in its original
formulation ����� hence it is a recursive algorithm that process each mea�
surement at a time using local linearization�

In this work we will view the TAN problem as one of general nonlinear es�
timation� applying a Bayesian approach to the estimation problem� Through
the Bayesian approach the probability density function of the aircraft po�
sition in the map is propagated and any criterion might be used to form
an estimate of the aircraft position� The probability density functions main
support size can be used as an indication of the estimate reliability� Solving
the problem recursively in this framework the solution is mathematically
very simple but impractical� The solution to the nonlinear estimation prob�
lem and its implementation problems is well known and has been researched
since the sixties ����� In general� it is an impossible problem which is too
generally posed for a constructive solution to exist� However� in some special
cases approximative solutions with implementation potential are achievable�
The TAN problem is such a case� We will solve the implementation problems
by applying a grid to the posterior probability density function at each iter�
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ation of the algorithm� This will have the e�ect of a global approximation of
the posterior probability density function� as opposed to the EKF�like local
approximation schemes� Through this the algorithm will be able to track
multiple position hypothesis in the area covered by the grid� not loosing any
tracks through some local linearization� The idea to grid� or sample� the
posterior is not a new one� the earliest reference is ���� However� due to the
advances in computer technology these ideas have a greater appeal today
than they had in the time of their discovery�
This document is structured as follows� First we review the TAN problem

throughly� explaining the di�erent characteristics of the problem and the
error sources involved� We present a derivation of the optimal Bayesian
solution to the nonlinear ltering problem in Chapter �� for a more thorough
description of this problem and its solution� we refer to ����� A review of some
di�erent approaches to practical nonlinear estimation found in the literature
is presented in the next chapter� including some grid methods similar to
the algorithm used in this work� In Chapter � we introduce the Bayesian
terrain�aided navigation algorithm �BATAN� as a new approach to the TAN
problem� It implements the Bayesian recursion using a point�mass function
on a moving grid� Some aspects on the grid denseness and its localization
is also discussed� The derivation of BATAN is followed by a presentation
of the simulation conditions� parameters and results in Chapter �� Finally
some conclusions are drawn and possible future research work is discussed
in the last chapter�
The readers that are more interested in the algorithm and the simulation

results than the theory of nonlinear estimation may disregard Chapters �
and �� Those already familiar with the TAN problem could very well skip
Chapter � as well�
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Terrain�aided navigation

In this chapter the characteristics of TAN is presented� The principle of
navigation using terrain elevation maps was brie�y presented in the intro�
duction chapter� Here we will review the ideas more thoroughly and justify
the use of terrain elevation maps for reducing error propagation in INS�s�

��� Integrated navigation systems

Inertial navigation has been the basis of aircraft navigation since the rst
applications during World War II� Hence� several decades of research and
industrial development govern for reliable and accurate navigation systems
based on inertial navigation� In an INS accelerometers measure the aircraft
acceleration in three dimensions� There exist two approaches to inertial nav�
igation� either the sensors are kept in a xed coordinate system by gyros or
the sensors are xed to the aircraft body and rate gyros measure the aircraft
rotation relative to a xed coordinate system� Whatever method used� the
measurements are integrated forward in time to continuously determine the
aircraft velocity and position relative to a known starting point� Errors like
drifts in gyros or bias in accelerometers and the fact that the gravitation
force tends to �uctuate� not pointing straight towards the earth center of
gravity� will a�ect the navigation accuracy� Since the position estimates are
based on a pure simulation of measured acceleration there is no feedback�
i�e�� errors in measurements and initial position estimates will not decrease
with time� Due to nonlinear e�ects in the aircraft equations of motion the
position error will instead tend to increase with time� usually at a speed of
some kilometers per hour �
� ����

Some other� independent� position estimating system could be used to
keep the position error drift in the INS bounded or at least to detect it�

�
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Satellite based navigation systems like the global positioning system �GPS�
have been discussed in this context� The integration of GPS and INS is
a very active eld of research and the potential of this integration is high�
However� the problem with satellite based systems� or any other system that
uses radio� is that it relies on position information from outside the aircraft�
It is rather easy to jam the low level satellite signal� This fact make radio
based navigation systems less suitable in a military application� One impor�
tant advantage with an INS is that it is self contained and works without
aid from any radiating measurement system which may be disadvantageous
in a military application� Further� an INS does not rely on any information
from outside the aircraft� Using a system based on public information to aid
the INS would destroy this important feature� This is one reason why ter�
rain information may be advantageous to use as a complementary position
estimating system�

One terrain navigation approach is to get the position estimates by nd�
ing objects on the ground with known xed positions� e�g�� buildings� rivers�
roads or mountains� Measuring the distance to several of these objects will
render a position estimate� The problem with such an approach is of course
the need to always be in close range with these objects and to nd them in
the terrain� During night this will in general be an impossible problem to
solve�

The use of terrain elevation maps as a navigation tool is what is gener�
ally thought of when using the term �terrain�aided navigation�� The basic
idea was presented in the introduction chapter� measuring both the ground
distance and the altitude and comparing there di�erence with a map the air�
craft position can be calculated� The main advantage with this approach is
that it can produce position measures in a continuous manner� not requiring
the detection of special objects through some advanced image processing�
Further it possesses the important feature that it does not rely on any ex�
ternal information broadcasted to the aircraft� It uses a radiating� active�
sensor though� but since it points downwards it has a limited revealing e�ect�
The disadvantage is that it demands varying ground elevation to operate� it
will not work over sea� Moreover� the ground clearance radar will not work
at high altitudes due to the radar beam width covering a too big area re�
sulting in bad measurements not taken directly below the aircraft position�
Hence� many applications of this technique are found in navigation systems
for low �ying cruise missiles where low cost sensors and gyros in the INS
often are used to reduce the missile cost�

Regardless of what extra navigation method used to detect the errors
in the INS�s position estimates the integration between the INS and the
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other system must be done with extreme care� not destroying any correct
information about the aircraft position� The easiest way to integrate them is
just to have some merging or fusion algorithm that blends the two estimates
together� not a�ecting the state of the INS or the TAN system� This open�
loop integration structure is depicted in Figure ���� Any integration� or

TAN
system

INS
velocity

Fusion
algorithm

position
position

Figure ���� Open�loop integration of the INS and TAN position estimates�

sensor fusion� method may be used to merge the INS and TAN position
estimates together� This is the setup that we will use� Further we will not
fuse the two estimates together� Instead� we will view the TAN system as a
separate navigation system� using velocity estimates from the INS together
with ground clearance and altitude measurements it tries to nd the aircraft
position as accurately as possible�

The open�loop integration in Figure ��� is rather passive� The TAN
system is only used to correct the drift errors in the output from the INS� If
a correction of the INS�s state is sought the TAN systems position estimates
will have to be fed back to the INS� This is often done using some position
xations generated by the TAN system when its position estimates can be
regarded as more reliable than the INS estimates� The INS position state
is then reset to the TAN systems position when a xation is generated� We
summarize the discussion in this section in a more detailed version of the
block diagram in Figure ���� In Figure ��� the barometric altimeter is used
to stabilize the INS altitude estimate which is fed to the TAN lter� Further�
the gure show how the position estimates from the TAN lter is fed back
to the INS� this is done through some decision logic block that decides when
to produce a position x� We will not discuss this feedback and the fusion
block further in this work� Instead� we will focus on the TAN lter block and
leave the others unattended� they may be viewed as possible components in
an integrated INS�TAN system�
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Figure ���� Integrated INS�TAN system�

��� Terrain�elevation maps

The maps used in TAN consist of sampled terrain elevation measurements
in a uniformly spaced grid� The map can be seen as a database of terrain
elevation values� indexed by positions on the ground� A small fraction of the
map used in the simulations presented in Chapter � is shown in Figure ����
In this map the distance between each sample point is �� m� There exist
terrain elevation maps over vast areas� like over the entire area of Sweden
with over two million elevation samples� The map used in the simulations
presented in Chapter � will not be that large� we will� e�g�� assume a �at�
non�rotating earth for simplicity� There are several error sources involved
when using these maps that need to be considered�

The accuracy in the grid positions is in general rather high and they can
be regarded as xed true positions� The elevation samples in the database
are not average values over some area but measured terrain elevation rather
exactly in the grid point� The supplier of the map in Figure ��� states
that the stored terrain elevation has an average error of only some meters�
Since the e�ect of errors in the elevation values in the map and the e�ect
of measurement error in the ground clearance radar is equal� the elevation
values in the map can be regarded as without error� We may say that all
errors a�ect the sensor� so that the actual error in the database entries can
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be incorporated in the ground clearance radar error�

The grid denseness is a trade�o� between resolution and storage size� In
some areas one could store the terrain prole with less samples and hence
a sparser grid� cf� Figure ���� In other parts the number of samples is too
low to be able to restore the true terrain elevation from the database� Any
boulder or other small object between the grid points on the ground will
give errors in the measured ground clearance� It is impossible to distinguish
this alias e�ect in the measured terrain elevation from the sampled terrain
elevation in the database� All we can do is to increase the error magnitude
in the lter parameters since this will have the e�ect not to rely too heavily
on the terrain elevation values� Hopefully the measured terrain elevation
does not vary more rapidly than the sampled copy in the aircraft�

The fact that the map is sampled with a xed grid distance has implica�
tions on the sample rate with which the ground clearance radar is measur�
ing� Say that the aircraft �ies at the speed of one sample point per second
across the map� If we measure the terrain elevation several times per second
the measured elevation prole will have higher spatial frequencies than the
stored copy of the terrain elevation in the aircraft� This means that when
the aircraft is �ying at low speed we will have to smooth the measured signal
so that its variations is of the same magnitude as the terrain variation in
the map� However� we will not use real measurements in the evaluation of
the algorithm� the measurements will be generated through interpolation in
the map and hence the variation will be bounded�

There is nothing special about the grid points stored in the map� �ying
over the map area we must be able to compute any terrain elevation value
in the area since the aircraft might� and will in general� not �y directly
over any grid points� Some interpolation method could easily be applied to
produce any terrain elevation between the values stored in the map� Thus�
we may regard the map� not as a grid of values� but as a general function
that produce terrain elevation values for any position within the map area�
Further� as discussed above� we will assume this function to generate the
true terrain elevation� adding the errors involved in the map to the ground
clearance radar error�

��� Sensor errors

Most aircrafts� both military and civilian� are equipped with a radar al�
timeter pointing downwards� This radar measure the closest distance to the
ground� it is used to alert the pilot when �ying at low altitudes� This radar
can be used to measure the ground clearance� Since we are measuring the
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relative ground clearance distance any error in the absolute terrain elevation
or aircraft altitude will have the same e�ect as an error in the ground clear�
ance measure� Thus� errors in the barometric altimeter and INS altitude
estimate can be thought of as originating from the ground clearance radar
sensor� Sometimes these errors are biased� three di�erent facts result in the
error having non zero mean�

�� Flying through di�erent local weather conditions the barometric sensor
will produce biased errors�

�� The ground clearance radar will detect the closest distance from the
aircraft to the terrain� Flying over a forest the radar sometimes re�ects
in the trees�

�� Due to the ground clearance radar beam width the closest distance to
the ground might not be straight below� but aside of the aircraft�

The rst case is rather limited as compared to the other two� the barometric
altimeter is often used to stabilize the INS altitude estimate which will
diverge due to �uctuations in the gravitation force� Abrupt jumps in the
barometric pressure can thus� to some extent� be detected using the setting
depicted in Figure ���� Bias errors in the barometric altimeter will however
not be detected by this procedure� The second case is the most common one
and it will be studied in the simulations� The third case will not be studied
in the simulations� we will use a ground clearance radar with zero beam
width� measuring straight below the aircraft position� in the simulations�
However� since the e�ects of all three cases are similar the simulations will
to some extent show what performance reduction all three cases will impose�
The last error source come from the velocity sensor� In the simulations

we will use velocity estimates from the INS to aid the algorithm� Some other
velocity sensor like a Doppler radar could also be used� These estimates will
in general be rather good and we will not include them in the aircraft state
vector� Typically� the noise in the INS estimate of the aircraft velocity is
a slowly varying bias with very low noise level� We will instead view the
velocity estimates as known values� or measurable without noise�

��� Estimation schemes

The objective is to nd a method� or an algorithm� that given measured
terrain elevation proles lters out some position estimates� The correla�
tion between measurements and database could be done either o��line� in
a batch run� or on�line� processing each new elevation measurement at a
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time in a recursive manner� There exist solutions to the problem based on
both of these methods� TERCOM ��� and SITAN ���� was presented in the
introduction chapter and they represent one method each�

As discussed above� what we really are looking for is some position xa�
tions that can be used to test the INS�s estimates quality and perhaps reset
the position estimates of the INS� In order to do so we need to know how
good the generated terrain�aided position xations are� this reliability will
in this work be measured in a probabilistic setting� When some threshold
on the reliability of the estimate is met� the estimate can be used to produce
a position x to the INS� This is an advantage of the recursive viewpoint
compared to the batch approach where we must gather enough data before�
hand and process the data all at once� Therefore we will take the recursive
approach to the estimation problem�

Both the algorithms TERCOM and SITAN have been reported success�
ful in a number of applications� However� when �ying over fairly �at� or over
very rough terrain or when the aircraft is highly maneuverable� they do in
general not perform well� The main problem is that the equation governing
the relationship between the measured ground clearance and the position in
the map is very nonlinear� Flying over certain advantageous terrain without
too extensive maneuvering these nonlinearities are well modeled by local lin�
earizations like those made in the EKF lter in SITAN� Likewise� over non
repetitive terrain there are no problems involved in performing the batch
correlation routines in TERCOM� But when the terrain is similarly look�
ing the TERCOM algorithm has a high probability of generating a false
correlation position�

In recent years� research has been focused on this problem trying to solve
it for the case of more general terrain proles and aircraft characteristics�
Several modications of the SITAN approach have been reported� to over�
come divergence problems in the lter estimates parallel EKF�s have been
used and reported successful in� e�g�� ��� ���� A di�erent approach is the
VATAN�algorithm �Viterbi algorithm terrain�aided navigation� presented
in �	�� here the maximum a posteriori Viterbi algorithm estimator is applied
to the TAN problem� In �	� a comparison between the single EKF version of
SITAN and VATAN is presented through simulations� The reported results
are in favor for the Viterbi approach�

Generally� what these modications of the original algorithms and new
approaches� like� e�g�� VATAN� are trying to achieve is to deal with the
nonlinearities entering the problem for the more general terrain and air�
craft case� In this work we will take the viewpoint of recursive nonlinear
estimation for the correlation of terrain elevation measurements with the
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database on board the aircraft� We will see in the next chapter that the
general nonlinear estimation problem is impossible to implement� but with
the correct solution at hand simple modications can be used to aim at an
implementable solution that is suited for the TAN problem�
The nonlinearity enters the problem through the terrain elevation having

di�erent characteristics at di�erent locations in the map� Hence� it is the
measurement equation that will have the main nonlinear e�ects in this appli�
cation� Each new measurement will give more information about the aircraft
position and the uncertainty will decrease as more and more measurements
are processed�
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Recursive nonlinear

estimation

A system� as dened in ��	�� is an object in which variables of di�erent
kind interact and produce observable outputs� In recursive estimation we
consider the general problem of nding out as much as possible about some
of the variables in such a system from measured values of the output� The
variables that we are interested in are labeled the states of the system� hence
the problem is one of state estimation� In the TAN problem the states are
the aircraft position in the map� perhaps its velocity might also be seen as a
part of the state variables� The objective is to update the information about
the states recursively� to adjust the knowledge about them according to the
new information learned through the latest measurement of the output�
Implicitly this implies that we need to condense everything we know about
these variables of the system from all measurements taken sofar in some nice�
compact way� A set of parameters doing so is called a su�cient statistic of
the problem� This statistic need to be of nite dimension in order to solve
the problem� We will see that in the general nonlinear estimation problem
we can not guarantee that such a nite dimensional statistic exists�

In order to nd a methodology� or an algorithm� that describes the esti�
mation scheme we need more structure of the problem� We need to know how
the states a�ect the output� what errors the measurements might have and
how the states evolve in time� This structure information is described in a
model of the system� The term model here is an abbreviation for analytical�
or mathematical model� i�e�� a set of mathematical equations that describe
the state evolution and its relation to the measured output�

��
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��� The nonlinear stochastic dynamical model

We model the states of the system as a vector of stochastic processes xt�
We will adopt the notation standard that bold faced characters� like xt� are
stochastic vectors while roman characters� like xt� denote a realization of xt�
A roman character without subscript� like x� will denote an indenite but
xed� non stochastic� value� We let� fxt

�x�� denote the vector probability
density function of the states�

We assume the state dynamics to t into the rather general� n�dimensional�
nonlinear Markov model set dened by�

xt�� � g�xt� ut� � vt

yt � h�xt� � et
t � �� �� � � � �����

Here ut is a known sequence of inputs to the model� at least ut is assumed
to be known at time t� We will assume the plant noise vt to have zero mean�
this is no fundamental restriction since the function g��� �� easily could model
such e�ects� Some might argue that real world systems are better modeled
through di�erential equations� We can view ����� as the solution to such
an equation over one sample period� For a comprehensive treatment of
stochastic di�erential equations and nonlinear ltering see �����

In ����� et is the measurement noise� The function h��� may be any
function that maps the n state variables on the p output variables� In �����
the sensor noise is additive� This might be a limitation� It is not hard
to imagine a system where the error magnitude is in�uenced by the signal
magnitude� However� we do not postulate anything about the distribution
of et� it may be any time�dependent function fet�e�� The plant noise vt and
the measurement noise et in ����� are two independent stochastic processes
with probability density functions fvt

�v� and fet�e�� Moreover� they are
both independent of the initial state variables x�� which are distributed
with fx��x��

The model above summerizes all that we know about the system� The
Bayesian recursive estimation algorithm discussed in the next section can
be applied to every system that can be modeled in this framework� For the
TAN problem xt is the two dimensional position in the map� vt is the INS
velocity estimate and et is the e�ect of noises in the map� altimeter and
ground clearance radar� The function h��� represent the terrain elevation
database�
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��� The Bayesian approach

The Bayesian� or probabilistic� approach to recursive estimation is to view
the states xt as stochastic variables correlated with the measurements through
the model ������ It is a well known approach to state estimation and we sug�
gest ���� as a reference for a more through treatment of the problem� Given
a prior distribution of the states before the measurements� Bayes rule up�
dates the posterior probability density function of the estimation variables
xt according to the gathered measurements Y

t � fy�g
t
���� The posterior

achieved can be used as a prior when receiving the next measurement� hence
the probability density function of xt can be updated in a recursive man�
ner as each new measurement is taken� Any desired estimate of xt can be
calculated from the probability density function obtained�

Bayes formula� see� e�g�� ��
�� expresses the probability of a conditioned
event in terms of the reverse conditioning

Pr�AjB� �
Pr�BjA� Pr�A�

Pr�B�
� �����

Serving our engineering purposes� this formula can be applied to probability
density functions as well� However� this will not be mathematically founded
here and should be viewed as a formal result� for a more comprehensive
treatment� see ��
�� Let fxjy�x� be an abbreviation for fxjy�y�x�� i�e�� the
probability density function of x given we know that y has taken the value
y� This is a function of x� parameterized in the value taken by y� Rewriting
Bayes formula ����� with densities we get�

fxjy�x� �
fyjx�y� fx�x�

fy�y�
�

fyjx�y� fx�x�R
fyjx�y� fx�x� dx

� fyjx�y� fx�x� �
�����

Clearly� the denominator in the second expression plays the role of a nor�
malizing factor� Disposing with the denominator the equality is rewritten
to a proportionality in the last expression�

If y consists of many stochastic variables or events one can choose to
switch only between some of them

fxjy�z�x� � fyjx�z�y� fxjz�x� � �����

Using this formula we will derive a recursive solution to the problem of
estimating the states of the model ������
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����� Solution to the recursive estimation problem

Starting with the prior fx��x�� i�e�� the probability density function of the
states before any measurements are taken� the measurement y� is used to
calculate the posterior fx�jy��x�� Using the state evolution equation the
probability density function fx�jy��x� can be found and the next measure�
ment� y�� could be processed similarly to the rst� At time t we have a
prior fxtjYt���x� and ask for the posterior fxtjYt�x�� The answer is found by
applying Bayes rule ����� to the model �����

fxtjYt�x� � fxtjyt�Yt���x� �
fytjxt�x�Yt���yt� fxtjYt���x�

fytjYt���yt�
� �����

The denominator is just a xed number and can be replaced by a normaliza�
tion� hence it need not be calculated� The numerator consists of two factors�
fxtjYt���x� is the prior assumed known from the last step of the algorithm�
The other factor in the numerator is the conditional density of yt� given old
measurements and that we know the value of xt� evaluated at the received
measurement value yt� It can be calculated using the measurement equation
from the model �����

yt � h�xt� � et

yt � h�xt� � et�

Condition both sides on the events� xt � x and YYYt�� � Yt��� we get

ytjxt�x�Yt�� � h�x� � et�

since et is white and independent of old measurements and present states�
Clearly we now have

fytjxt�x�Yt���yt� � fet�yt � h�x�� �

Inserted in ����� we get

fxtjYt�x� � fet�yt � h�x�� fxtjYt���x� � �����

The application of Bayes rule in ����� is often called the measurement update
since it describes how to update the knowledge about xt learned from the
measurement yt�
After processing the measurement yt the next step is to update the prob�

ability density function of xt according to the state evolution equation

xt�� � g�xt� ut� � vt�
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The plant noise vt is assumed to be independent of future and present states
and inputs by the causality assumption� That is� the new state xt�� is a sum
of two independent stochastic variables� g�xt� ut� and vt� As known from
standard probability theory� the probability density function of a sum of two
independent stochastic variables is the convolution between their respective
probability density functions� We get

fxt��jYt�x� �

Z
fxtjYt��� fvt

�x� g��� ut�� d�� ���	�

This convolution is called the Chapman�Kolmogorov equation� cf� ���� page

��� After calculating ���	� it is possible to increase the time variable t and
restart from the measurement update ����� with a new measurement yt���
Hence� the step ���	� is sometimes referred to as the time update step of the
recursive estimation algorithm�

Hence� the recursive Bayesian estimation of the states xt in the model
����� consists of two steps

Measurement update fxtjYt���x�� fxtjYt�x�

Time update fxtjYt�x�� fxt��jYt�x�

they are summarized in the algorithm below�

Algorithm � 
Bayesian recursion�

fxtjYt�x� �
�

c
fet�yt � h�x�� fxtjYt���x�

where c �

Z
fet�yt � h�x�� fxtjYt���x� dx

fxt��jYt�x� �

Z
fxtjYt��� fvt

�x� g��� ut�� d�

Initial condition fx�jy���x� � fx��x��

Given our prior information of the state distribution the Bayesian recursion
above propagates the probability density function of xt given the measure�
ment set Yt� There are several ways to calculate an estimate of xt from this
probability density function� A natural estimate is to take the value of x
that maximizes the posterior probability density function� the maximum a
posteriori �MAP� estimate

�xMAP
t � argmax

x
fxtjYt�x� �
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This estimate will generate the most probable value of xt given the mea�
surements� Another appealing way to calculate an estimate is to seek the
value of xt that minimizes the mean square error

�xMMSE
t � argmin

�xt

E
h
��xt � xt�

� jYt
i
�

The solution to this optimization problem is the conditional mean of xt

�xMMSE
t �

Z
xfxtjYt�x� dx�

����� Implementation issues

The convolution ���	� might be hard to implement due to the nonlinearity
in g��� ��� However� by a simple variable substitution we can separate the
nonlinear mapping from the convolution if g��� �� is su�ciently smooth and
invertible� Introduce the substitution

� � g��� ut� � � g����� ut��

inserted in ���	�� standard multidimensional calculus tells us that

fxt��jYt�x� �

Z
fxtjYt

�
g����� ut�

�
fvt
�x� ��

�����
������g

����� ut�

��

�����
����� d��

The time update step ���	� can now be divided into two parts� one nonlinear
mapping and one linear convolution� according to

f�jYt��� � fxtjYt

�
g����� ut�

� �����
������g

����� ut�

��

�����
�����

fxt��jYt�x� �

Z
f�jYt��� fvt

�x� �� d��

���
�

Replacing the single time update step ���	� with the two steps ���
� the
Bayesian algorithm generally consists of two multiplication steps and a linear
convolution�
Generally� the algorithm � solves all nonlinear recursive estimation prob�

lems where the states can be modeled by ������ However� we are trying to
propagate a function� our su�cient statistic fxtjYt�x�� but to do so we need
to parameterize the function in a nite�dimensional description� There is
no such parameterization that covers all functions� Further� the algorithm
consists of a convolution and� using ���
�� the calculation of a functional
determinant� Analytical expressions for these can be very hard to obtain�
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These rather pessimistic results just show that the general nonlinear esti�
mation problem is a very hard problem to solve� and will� in general� not
have any constructive solution� Even though the Algorithm � is impossible
to implement� by stating the solution we can focus on how to construct an
approximate solution that is implementable�
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Algorithms for nonlinear

�ltering

With the Bayesian recursion as a foundation for the true solution to the
problem several sub�optimal and implementation e�cient algorithms exist�
We will review some of them in this chapter� For a more comprehensive
treatment we refer to �����

There is a vast literature on the nonlinear ltering problem� Many ap�
proximations to the Bayesian solution have been proposed and many non�
Bayesian approaches suggested� We will brie�y review some of the approxi�
mate Bayesian solutions presented in the literature�

There are essentially three di�erent approaches that have been tested�
Either the model set ����� is limited so that it is possible to propagate
the posterior analytically or some approximation of the model is used� The
approximation schemes can be divided into local and global approximations�

��� Exact solutions of special model sets

The most known case of restricting the model set is the linear Gaussian
model� Assuming the states to be a linear combination of old inputs and
noises and assuming a Gaussian� or normal� distribution of the noise the
solution to the Bayesian problem is the celebrated and well known Kalman
lter ����� The Kalman lter can be seen as either a least squares solution to
the problem of minimizing the estimation error or as a Bayesian propagation
of the estimated state probability density function ���� Due to the fact that
linear combinations of Gaussian variables still are Gaussian distributed the
propagated probability density function will be Gaussian� Since the Gaus�
sian density is specied by its mean and covariance the parameterization is

��
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nite�dimensional�

Restricting the model set to nonlinear models that generate posterior
densities from an exponential family there exist an exact solution ���� The
exponential family can be written as

fxtjYt�x� � at�x�bt�Y
t� exp��Tt �x��t�Y

t���

and the Gaussian distribution is a member of this class� The approach in ���
is to solve the Fokker�Planck equation by a separation of variables principle�
The Fokker�Planck equation governs the time update step in the Bayesian
recursion and can be derived from the Chapman�Kolmogorov equation ���	��
see� e�g�� �����

��� Local approximations

The idea to locally approximate the nonlinear model with a linear model
is rather appealing� The model equations g��� �� and h��� are expanded in a
Taylor series around the latest estimate of the states� Assuming Gaussian
noise the general time�varying version of the Kalman lter can be applied�
This approach is called the Extended Kalman Filter �EKF� ��� ���� The EKF
has been applied to a lot of nonlinear problems like tracking and the com�
bined state and parameter estimation problem� The approximations made
in the EKF are often good and reliable results are common� However� there
are also well known disadvantages with the EKF� Sometimes the actual er�
ror in the estimates become inconsistent with the estimated error� This is
called the divergence problem of the EKF� The situation arises as a result of
errors in the system model either as modeling errors or as linearization er�
rors� Several ways to increase robustness for the EKF and detect divergence
exist� like second order approximation schemes or the iterated version of the
EKF ����� Still� the approximation will only be valid near the linearization
point and the assumption that the noises are Gaussian must hold for this
approach to generate reliable estimates�

When the model functions exhibit a very nonlinear structure or when the
noises acting on the model are far from Gaussian the EKF�based approach
might not produce good results� Other approaches are preferable�

��� Global approximations

In order to get a global approximation of the nonlinear estimation problem
more advanced and computationally complex methods are needed� Several
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lters working in parallel linearized around di�erent points in the state space
will reduce the sensitivity to nonlinear e�ects� The idea is to cover the part
of the state space where we believe the true state value is� linearizing the
functions in points su�ciently close to each other� Working with models
where the noise is Gaussian this leads us to the Gaussian sum estimation

schemes� Approaches along this line can be found in� e�g�� ��� or ��� ���� This
approach is related to that of function approximation� we try to approximate
the posterior with a nite sum of weighted and shifted basis functions� in
this case Gaussian distributions� In general any basis function may be used
imposing di�erent characteristics on the solution�
The idea to apply a grid to the state space was suggested in ���� here the

Bayesian probability density function is propagated as a set of point�masses
on a moving grid� These early references focus on the storage problem as
the main implementation impediment� The storage capabilities of comput�
ers have increased by several orders of magnitude since the early seventies�
Today� with the advances in computer technology and storage techniques�
these problems have become of less importance� Solutions using grids on
the state space have a greater appeal today�
A slightly di�erent approach is presented in ���� ���� using piecewise con�

stant approximation of the density function� In ���� a detailed error analysis
shows a bound on the error growth in this lter� The algorithm used herein�
and presented in the next section� is very similar to the p�vector approach
in ����� however some minor di�erences exist�
The major argument against algorithms based on griding the state space

is that the generalization to higher dimensions is hard to handle� The so
called curse of dimensionality states that these nonlinear function approx�
imation problems are hard to solve in high dimension� since need a very
large number of grid points in order to ll even a small part of� e�g�� R�

su�ciently dense� However� the problem studied in this work is that of
navigation� hence we have a limit on the dimension to be less than three�
Several other problems have the same inbuilt dimension bound� like tracking
problems� However if we tried to estimate the velocity as well as the position
the dimension would increase� The problems involved with the generaliza�
tion of the solution to higher dimension just re�ect the fact that we are
trying to solve a very hard problem� Solving problems in higher dimension
will require the utilization of more structure in the specic problem� more
e�cient methods are then obtainable�
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The point�mass algorithm

In this chapter we will justify and derive a point�mass algorithm for the
implementation of the Bayesian recursion presented in Chapter �� A simple
one dimensional TAN example will show how the algorithm works� Finally
some remarks on the grid denseness will be discussed�

��� Justi�cation of the global approach

We have seen that in order to implement a nonlinear estimator we need to do
some approximations of the general problem formulation� The last Chapter
reviewed some approaches to approximations of the nonlinear estimation
problem that have been used in several applications� Any of the approaches
listed or some other good algorithm might be applied to the TAN problem�
However� we must bear in mind that the approximation chosen very well
might depend on the application it should be used in� We are primarily
interested in TAN thus we should gure out what special characteristics
such problems have� if they do in general employ some restrictions on the
general model set ����� and if so� what the best approximations to use are�

The local approximation schemes in Section ���� but since the terrain
elevation may have a repetitive characteristic local approximations will per�
haps loose the true aircraft position� In general we can often say where
the aircraft is in some big area� using the INS position estimate� Applying
some global approximation scheme to the estimation problem in this area
will give better performance and less divergence problems than using a local
approximation� The global approximation is be able to track multiple posi�
tions until enough information is gathered so that the algorithm can produce
one single position estimate� Using the position in the map as states the
TAN problem is by default only two dimensional� thus we need not worry

��
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about the curse of dimensionality� If some global approximation is feasible
in the case of two dimensions the problem is solved� we do not need any
generalization to higher dimension�

Hence� we will use a global approximation to the nonlinear estimation
problem� The global approach to be pursued here is to apply a grid to
the state space� transforming the prior into a point�mass distribution� The
point�mass algorithm derived in this section is similar to the one presented
in ����� After the application of the Bayesian recursion� Algorithm �� the
posterior is also grided so that it can be used in the next iteration� Simula�
tions will show the suitability of this approximation approach to the TAN
problem� The simulation background and results will be presented in the
next chapter�

��� Derivation

Assume that we are provided with a prior� fxtjYt���x�� and that it is a
point�mass distribution with a nite number of points in some set �t� i�e��

fxtjYt���x� � � x � �t

fxtjYt���x� � � x 	� �tX
x��t

fxtjYt���x� � ��
�����

The square brackets will be used to indicate that this is a point�mass dis�
tribution and not a continuous probability density function� Now� assume
that the points in the set �t are su�ciently densely spaced� and that outside
their support the function fxtjYt���x� is close to zero� One approach is to
regard the point�mass distribution as the true one� implying that the true
value of x is some element in �t� Another approach is to say that we only
know the values of the continuous function fxtjYt���x� for the values of x in
�t� i�e�� we have a sampled version of the true probability density function�
This approach is of course the most correct� the update of the densities will
on the other hand be a rather hard problem to solve� However� using the
approach that the true value of x is an element in the set �t it is rather
easy to derive an implementable solution to the Bayesian recursion� The
approach of viewing the grided function as a sampled version of the con�
tinuous probability density function will� to some extent� be studied in the
next section�

The measurement update will cause us no problems� Since we assume
the true value to be among the elements in �t we only need to update these
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values

fxtjYt�x� �
�

c�
fet�yt � h�x�� fxtjYt�� �x� x � �t� �����

All values not in �t are zero in accordance with the requirements ������
For simple notation� all values not assigned to any point�mass distribution
will be assumed to be zero� even though not explicitly written out� For the
normalization the integral is replaced by a summation

c� �
X
x��t

fet�yt � h�x�� fxtjYt�� �x� � �����

The next step in the Bayesian recursion� Algorithm �� is the state evolu�
tion update� The time update convolution ���	� describes this propagation�
Since the posterior fxtjYt�x� is a point�mass distribution the convolution
simplies to a summation� The result is a sum of weighted and shifted
probability density functions for vt� We need to apply a new grid on this
function in order to complete the recursion and restart it with a new mea�
surement� Since we have assumed vt to have zero mean the state evolution
function g��� �� will move the grid points to locations where the time updated
probability density function will have its main support� Hence we dene a
new set of grid points

�t�� � fg�x� ut� jx � �t g �����

and evaluate the convolution result in these points

fxt��jYt�x� �
�

c�

X
���t

fxtjYt��� fvt
�x� g��� ut�� x � �t���

�����

The normalization above is needed to ensure the time updated probability
density function to sum to unity over the set �t��� Here� we again assume
that the values in �t�� are the only ones possible� and restart the algorithm
with a new measurement yt���
Generally any resampling of the time updated density is possible� Sup�

posing the probability density function of vt has a nite support an ap�
pealing approach is to enlarge the support of the time updated probability
density function to cover an area where the convolution result is greater
than zero� This will render an increasing number of grid points at each
iteration of the algorithm� Through the update ����� the number of grid
points will remain xed� The errors compared with an increasing grid will
be introduced at the borders of the grid area� if the grid area is big enough
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the posterior will be close to zero and the error hopefully small� Resampling
issues along this line of thought will be discussed in the next section�
The point�mass algorithm purposed here is summarized below� We will

refer to it as the BATAN �Bayesian terrain�aided navigation� algorithm when
it is applied to the TAN problem� Further� we will refer to the algorithm as
the point�mass algorithm when speaking about it in more general terms�

Algorithm � 
BATAN�Point�mass algorithm�

MU� fxtjYt �x� �
�

c�
fet�yt � h�x�� fxtjYt�� �x� x � �t

Regrid� �t�� � fg��� ut� j� � �t g

TU� fxt��jYt �x� �
�

c�

X
���t

fxtjYt��� fvt
�x� g��� ut�� x � �t��

where c� �
X
x��t

fet�yt � h�x�� fxtjYt�� �x�

c� �
X

x��t��

X
���t

fxtjYt��� fvt
�x� g��� ut��

Initial conditions �� and fx� �x��

The algorithm is illustrated through the rst recursions in a simple one
dimensional navigation example� More extensive simulation results are pre�
sented in the next chapter�

Example � 
One dimensional TAN problem� Given measurements of
ground clearance our objective is to determine the position of the aircraft in
one dimension� We introduce the position of the aircraft as the state which
we want to estimate� If we measure the velocity with a low noise level the
state evolution equation is one dimensional and linear�

xt�� � xt � ut � vt �����

yt � h�xt� � et� ���	�

Here vt is white� Gaussian with zero mean and variance Q � �� The input
ut � � is the velocity of the aircraft� it is assumed known or measurable with
low noise level� The measurement error� et� is also white and Gaussian with
zero mean� it has variance R � ���� The processes vt and et are assumed to
be independent of each other and of the prior x�� Since the function g��� ��
in ��� is just the identity mapping� the convolution step in the BATAN
algorithm ��� will be a standard linear convolution�
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The two initial steps of a simulation of the algorithm is shown in Fig�
ure ���� The top diagram in Figure ��� shows the terrain elevation prole
and the true positions of the aircraft during the rst two samples� indicated
by rings� The state space is quantized in �� levels uniformly spaced along
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Figure ���� One dimensional navigation example�

the terrain elevation contour� The aircraft thus moves from position �� to
position �� during the rst sample interval� We assume a non�informative
prior� depicted below the terrain contour in the gure� with equal value for
all �� positions� The vertical� dash�dotted� lines in Figure ��� indicate the
ground clearance radar beam� The measured terrain elevation samples� cor�
rupted by the noise et� are indicated by stars� The horizontal� dashed� lines
show the intersection between the measured terrain elevation and the true
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terrain elevation in the database�
Applying the BATAN algorithm the sample grid points will move � sam�

ples to the right in each iteration according to the grid point update ������
To simplify implementation we use a xed grid� assuming that the grid
covers the interested section during the simulation run� The point�mass a
posteriori distribution after the rst measurement update is shown below
the prior� Since the prior is �at there are two peaks located at the posi�
tions where the di�erence between the measured terrain elevation and the
database terrain elevation is small� The time update convolution ����� shift
the distribution to the right and smoothes the peaks some due to the uncer�
tainty in vt this is shown in the next gure� The next measurement also has
two peaks� this time near the positions where the dashed line representing
y� intersects the solid terrain elevation prole� The element wise multiplica�
tion and normalization ����� between fx�jY��x� and fet�y� � h�x�� gives the
measurement updated density fx�jY� �x�� shown at the bottom of Figure ����
After the normalization in the second measurement update the false peak
is attenuated while the true one is amplied� The distribution has its max�
imum at ��� one grid point from the true value� ��� The processing of these
two measurements has decreased the uncertainty from �� positions in fx� �x�
to� say� �� in fx�jY��x��

The example above illustrates why the point�mass approach is appealing
to use for the navigation problem� We are posing the question of where the
aircraft is located� given measurements related to its position and a model
over the aircraft movement� The point�mass approach is to update the
probability of being in a number of positions spread su�ciently dense over
the search area� Since the ground may look similar in di�erent places of
the map the probability might be high at several grid points separated by a
lot of grid points with low levels� The global BATAN algorithm can track
these position hypotheses until only the true one is left� Further� since the
function g��� �� is linear the algorithm is very easy to implement� one element
wise multiplication between vectors� and one linear convolution�

��� Adjusting the sample grid

The Bayesian algorithm from Section � generally consists of a multiplication
and a convolution� Even though the convolution may be nonlinear we have
seen in Section ����� how to separate the nonlinearity from the convolution
and introduce an intermediate multiplication step� Hence we can regard the
Bayesian recursion generally as a multiplication and a linear convolution
between functions�
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In the derivation of the algorithm in the last section we took the view�
point that one of a nite set of positions where the true one� If we instead
regard the point�mass distribution prior as a sampled version of some con�
tinuous underlying function� more can be said about the grid denseness�

Suppose the probability density functions involved belong to L��R��
hence they are Fourier transformable� the algorithm can be written either
in the spatial domain or the frequency domain� according to Table ���� This

Implementation Measurement update Time update

Spatial domain Multiplication Convolution

Frequency domain Convolution Multiplication

Table ���� Interpretation of the Bayesian recursion�

spatial�frequency duality will be used to give us bounds on how dense the
grid need to be in order to propagate the probability density function with
small error�

Assuming that all probability density functions involved in the Bayesian
recursion to be band�limited� i�e�� they have a nite support in the frequency
domain� the sampling theorem tells us that they can be sampled and recon�
structed from the discrete set of samples not introducing any error� Hence�
attracting our attention to slowly varying probability density functions we
could sample them and propagate these samples through the Bayesian re�
cursion� For this idea to be possible to implement the number of samples
must be limited� i�e�� the functions involved can not have innite support�
However� there exist a rather depressing result regarding band�limited func�
tions in L��R� and their support� A band�limited� real� function can be
expanded to the entire complex plane as an analytic function� If an analytic
function vanishes on an interval in the complex plane it must vanish every�
where� Hence� a band�limited function can not have nite support� unless
it is the trivial function which is zero everywhere� This reasoning can be
pursued in the frequency domain too� hence functions with compact support
are not band�limited� However� it is possible for a function to have its main
support in some nite interval and still have its energy concentrated to a
nite interval in the frequency domain� One example of a function with this
property is the Gaussian probability density function�

For simplicity the discussion below is pursued in the one dimensional
case� the generalization to higher dimension is straightforward but will in�
clude very complex notation� Since all probability density functions are real
their frequency support will always be complex symmetric� Let Bf �xtjt���
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denote the bandwidth of fxtjYt���x�� i�e�� Bf �xtjt��� is a positive number in�
dicating the highest frequency where the energy of the function fxtjYt���x�
is above some threshold� Similarly we let Bs�xtjt��� denote the main spa�
tial support of fxtjYt���x�� There is no guaranteed symmetry in the spatial
domain� however the line�of�thought below is qualitative and not quantita�
tive� so there is no limitation in assuming the functions to be symmetric
in the spatial domain� Hence� Bs�xtjt��� is a positive number indicating
the highest value of x where the function value is above some other low
threshold�
According to Table ��� the measurement update is a multiplication in

the spatial domain and a convolution in the frequency domain� Hence� in
the frequency domain the support of the measurement updated probability
density function will have increased to the sum of the involved functions
support� However� it might be that the convolution result has an energy
magnitude lower than the threshold used for dening the frequency support
at high frequencies� we get

Bf �xtjt� � Bf �xtjt��� �Bf �et�� ���
�

Above� Bf �et� stands for the bandwidth of fet�yt � h�x�� as a function of x�
The measurement update is the product between two densities� The spatial
support after the update will be the minimum of the involved densities sup�
port� Since we are dealing with probability density functions they all must
integrate to unity� This implies that they are both positive and bounded
below one� The result of the multiplication is thus bounded by any of the
two functions involved� the normalization will raise the function so that it
will integrate to unity though� If the threshold is chosen su�ciently small
the normalization constant will always be greater than the threshold den�
ing the spatial support� Hence� since the support is dened as the maximum
value at which the function is above the threshold the support may actually
be less than that of the minimum

Bs�xtjt� � min�Bs�xtjt���� Bs�et��� �����

The duality in Table ��� implies that the formulas for the time update
is similar to those for the measurement update� The time update is a mul�
tiplication in the frequency domain� the resulting support will be

Bf �xt��jt� � min�Bf �xtjt�� Bf �vt���

where Bf �vt� of course is the bandwidth of fvt
�v�� In the spatial domain

the time update is a convolution� hence

Bs�xt��jt� � Bs�xtjt� �Bs�vt�� ������
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The conclusion drawn from the heuristic analysis above is that the measure�
ment update introduce high frequencies and limit the spatial support while
the time update smooth the probability density function and enlarge the
spatial support� This e�ect can be seen in Example � and Figure ���� Start�
ing with a very smooth �constant� prior with a very big spatial support the
rst measurement update introduces some variation� i�e�� high frequencies
and limit the spatial support as seen in the plot of fx�jY��x� in Figure ����
The time update smooths the function and spreads the support to a wider in�
terval in the spatial domain� Finally� the second measurement update again
narrows the spatial support and introduces high frequency components�
Now� it is easy to see from the expressions above that if Bf �xtjt��� is

greater than Bf �vt� the bandwidth of the probability density function for
the states� xt� will be bounded for all time forward according to

Bf �xt� � Bf �vt� �Bf �et�� ������

Further� if Bf �xtjt��� is smaller than Bf �vt� it will increase through ���
�
until it becomes greater than Bf �vt� and the limit ������ is met� The latter
case� that the prior fx��x� has very small bandwidth� is of course the most
common one� Often the prior is almost totally �at� indicating that we have
no prior information at all about the states� Similarly for the support in the
spatial domain the limit

Bs�xt� � Bs�vt� �Bs�et� ������

is met after the algorithm has converged� The bounds ������ and ������
give us some indication of what sample grid denseness and size we need to
propagate in order not to violate the sample theorem and keep the spatial
support wide enough�
If we assume the prior to be very smooth it will in general have a big

spatial support� much bigger than ������� The reasoning above means that
we can sample the prior fx��x� as if it had a bandwidth according to the right
hand side of ������� propagating this sampled version through the Bayesian
recursion in the spatial domain� adjusting the spatial support according
to ����� and ������� Through this propagation we know that the errors
introduced in each iteration are bounded by our predened thresholds for
dening the bandwidth and the spatial support� In the simulations presented
in Section � we will not adapt the spatial support� instead we will use such
a big interval that we are sure that the true value of the states will be inside
the interval during the estimation run�



Chapter �

Simulations

The principle of navigation using terrain elevation databases was presented
in the introduction� Using a terrain elevation database� a ground clearance
radar and an altimeter� some position measurements are possible to obtain�
In this section we will tie the ideas in the introduction together with the
point�mass algorithm in the last chapter and present simulation results�

The objective in the choice of simulation setup and parameters used in
the simulation model is to mimic the real application as well as possible� This
is even more important since we do not present any comparison between
the algorithm tested here and the previous approaches like TERCOM or
SITAN� All simulation results are given in physical units in order to make
the comparison with other approaches easier�

	�� Simulation setup

To keep the simulations as close to reality as possible� a real map over a
part of Sweden was used� The square map consists of ��� by ��� samples in
a square� uniformly spaced grid� It is sampled with �� m distance between
each sample point� yielding an area of �� square kilometers of terrain� This
authentic map from a part of Sweden is shown in Figure ���� As seen in the
gure the terrain elevation has di�erent characteristics in di�erent parts of
the map� The �at area in the upper left corner of the map is a lake� It will
give problems due to low excitation in the measurements� Since the per�
formance depends highly on the information contents in the ground levels�
several random simulation tracks over the map were generated� The grid
in Figure ��� shows the simulation area� the generated trajectories start�
ing positions were uniformly distributed along the leftmost line in the grid�
Likewise their nal positions were uniformly distributed along the parallel

��
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Figure ���� The map used in the simulations�

nish line on the other side of the grid� One hundred trajectories were gen�
erated with the aircraft at a xed altitude� Although the map may seem to
have a very informative variation in terrain elevation� apart from the lake�
the terrain elevation values are rather similar� A histogram plot over the
terrain elevation shows the frequency of elevation values� see Figure ���� As
seen� they are rather clustered even though the elevation values range from
	 to 	� meters � As an example almost �� of the map samples have an
elevation between �� and �� meters� Since there is an error of the magni�
tude of some meters in the elevation sample values stored in the database�
receiving an elevation measure in this range will not tell us much about the
aircraft position�

The BATAN algorithm propagates a grided version of the probability
density function for xt conditioned on the measurements taken� This grid
is moved with the function g�xt� ut� in each iteration� Here we assume
that we are guaranteed that the aircraft will be somewhere in the map in
Figure ��� during the whole simulation run� We will therefore use a xed
grid over the whole �� square kilometer big map� and not move the grid at
all� Hence� the algorithm implementation used in the simulation utilizes a
xed grid� where the grid points for the probability density function and the
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map grid points coincide� The state vector xt was thus quantized at the same
positions as the map was sampled� i�e�� N � ���� During the simulations
the measured ground clearance was generated through interpolation in the
map and measurement error was added� The lter� using a xed grid� did
not interpolate but only used the positions stored in the database�

The algorithm returns a point�mass version of the probability density
function of the aircraft position in the map� As for the continuous case
in Section �� this density needs to be condensed to an estimate in order to
evaluate some of the lter performance� The two di�erent position estimates
used were�

Maximum a posteriori

�xMAP
t � argmax

x
fxtjYt�x�

Minimum mean square error

�xMMSE
t �

X
x��t

xfxtjYt�x�

The former can only return the grid points as possible estimates but the
latter kan produce any estimate within the map�

	�� Simulation model parameters

The model used in the simulations to actually generate simulation tracks
and the model used by the lter to estimate the states may not be the same�
If they do not coincide we say that the lter use a model with some modeling
errors in it� Here we will use two di�erent models because the simplication
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done when using the point�mass algorithm will introduce errors� These
errors can be modeled by assuming more noise in the lter model than
was actually used in the simulation model� In this section the simulation
model and its parameters is presented� the next section present the lter
equivalents�
A linear model of the aircraft kinematics with two states was used to

generate the aircraft tracks� The two states describe the position in the
map� the model is driven by the xed aircraft velocity ut�

xt�� �

�
� �
� �

�
xt � Tut

yt � h�xt� � et

�����

Since ut is a xed� non�stochastic� vector the states are also non�stochastic
in the simulation model� The sample period was set to T � ���� The track
length varies between � and ��� kilometers for di�erent Monte Carlo runs
due to the distribution of starting and nal positions on the map� The
magnitude of the aircraft velocity� ut� was adjusted� depending on the track
length� so that all track consisted of ��� samples� The simulation area was
depicted as a grid in Figure ���� it consists of 
� by 
� terrain elevation
samples from the map� The simulated aircraft thus �ies much slower than
the sample distance in the ground which implies that interpolation will be
necessary during each simulation run over the map� Bilinear interpolation
was used to generate the measured terrain elevation during the simulations�
The errors in the ground clearance radar� the altimeter and INS produced

altitude estimate� and the database entry errors all a�ect the measurements�
These error sources are modeled by the additive measurement noise et� Any
probability density function for the measurement error is possible to use
in the algorithm� For convenience and lack of typical sensor error charac�
teristics we here use the Gaussian distribution for the probability density
function of et� Let N �x� !x� P � denote the Gaussian distribution of dimension
n with mean !x and covariance matrix P �

N �x� !x� P � �
�p

��
�n jP j
exp

�
�
�

�
�x� !x�TP���x� !x�

�
�

Hence� this is a function in x� parameterized in !x and P � The measurement
noise et was distributed with

fet�e� � N �e� �� ��� � �����

This should cover usual measurement errors in the ground clearance radar
and errors in the database entries� We model the ground clearance radar as
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having zero beam width� i�e�� it is assumed to measure the terrain elevation
straight below the aircraft position� In a real application the beam width
often has a rather large value� however for simplicity we will use this simpli�
ed model� To test the performance reduction due to radar re�ection in the
trees we use a sum of two Gaussian distributions as a probability density
function for et in some of the simulations�

fet�e� �
�

�
N �e� �� ��� �

�

�
N �e� ��� ��� � �����

This probability density function is shown in Figure ���� The interpretation
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Figure ���� Probability density function of et with bias around �� m�

of the biased error model is that one sample out of ve re�ects in the trees�
The distribution ����� will be labeled unbiased error model while the distri�
bution ����� will be labeled biased� The measurement noise was modeled as
a white sequence in both the biased and the unbiased case�

	�� Filter parameters

The model ����� used to generate the aircraft tracks and the model used in
the lter are almost identical

xt�� �

�
� �
� �

�
xt � T �ut � vt

yt � h�xt� � et

�����

Due to the plant noise vt� the states are here a stochastic process� whereas
in the simulation model ������ they states are deterministic� The lter is
fed by velocity estimates� �ut� from the INS� these estimates are in general
rather good with only some meters per second in error� As indicated in the
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model ������ they are modeled as a deterministic sequence used in the lter�
Since the model is linear both in �ut and vt we choose to incorporate all the
stochastic modeling in the quantity vt� That is� we generate the velocity
estimates as a realization of a white process �ut with distribution

f�ut
��ut� � N

	
�ut� ut�

��

T �
I�



�

The estimates are thus assumed to be unbiased �there mean equals the true
velocity ut� and they have an average error of some meters per second� The
modeling of the variance of the velocity estimates from the INS is handled
by the plant noise vt�
The plant noise vt is used to cover both the errors in the INS estimate�

�ut� but also quantization errors due to the grid sparseness� As seen above�
the error in the estimate is in general small� the quantization error� how�
ever� might be of greater magnitude� The time update step in the BATAN
algorithm is a convolution between the posterior and the probability density
function of vt� If the probability density function of vt has too small vari�
ance� the convolution will not contribute with a smoothing of the posterior�
The smoothing is needed to cover up the errors done when griding the state
space in the BATAN algorithm� We have seen in Section ��� how the band�
width of the noises a�ects the choice of grid denseness� Here we will do the
opposite and add extra noise in the lter to model the error introduced by
the grid� We use the two dimensional Gaussian probability density function

fvt
�v� � N �v� �� ����I��

to specify the characteristics of the white plant noise� vt� in the lter model�
The lter has no prior information about the aircraft position� only that

it is somewhere inside the map area of �� square kilometers� That is� the
prior probability density function used in the simulations was

fx� �x� � I�	N
��

This uncertainty about the aircraft position is rather high� a position error
of more than a couple of kilometers is very big� As a comparison� using
some landmarks or other position references the pilot can easily determine
the position with an accuracy of that magnitude� during daylight�
All lter parameters not mentioned in the section were set equal to their

counterparts used in the simulation model dened in the previous section�
The simplication using a xed� non moving� grid and the fact that the

state evolution equation in the lter model ����� is linear simplies imple�
mentation considerably� Standard convolution algorithms can be used in
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the time update step of the algorithm� One could argue that e�cient im�
plementations like the fast fourier transform �FFT� should be used in this
problem� However� since the convolution mask� i�e�� the probability den�
sity function of vt� has local support a direct application of the convolution
sum on a truncated version of the mask is much faster� Further� applying
FFT yields a cyclic convolution and not an ordinary one� This could be
handled by zero�padding of the signals which would yield even bigger areas
to transform� In the simulations seven by seven samples of the probability
density function for vt was used as a convolution kernel� In Figure ��� this
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Figure ���� Truncated probability density function for vt used in the simu�
lations

truncated version of the probability density function for vt is plotted� As
seen in the gure� the probability density function has decayed to almost
zero outside the truncation area� Hence� the truncation of fvt

�v� to seven
by seven samples will not introduce any large errors�

	�� Results

Performing ��� Monte Carlo simulations over the map the Monte Carlo
averaged root mean square �RMS� error as a function of time is plotted in

Figure ���� Let �x
	i

t denote the estimate for x at time t during Monte Carlo

run i� The plots show

RMSt �

vuut �

M

MX
i��

k�x
	i

t � xtk�� �����
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for di�erent estimates and measurement errors� The measurement unit of
the quantity ����� is meters� The estimates using the biased error ����� take
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Figure ���� Monte Carlo means of RMS position error�

a little longer time to nd the true position but after convergence the perfor�
mance is equal with the ones based on the unbiased error ������ Due to the
Monte Carlo smoothing the MMSE and MAP estimates seem to have equal
performance� In general� however� the MAP�estimate will jump around on
the map during the rst couple of samples while the MMSE�estimate will
smoothly converge to the true trajectory� Both estimates have a linear slope
in the logarithmic diagram indicating an exponential rate of convergence to
the true position� The MAP�estimate possessing a slightly steeper slope than
the MMSE�estimate� Hence� the MAP�estimate will nd the true position
faster than the MMSE�estimate while the MMSE�estimate will give better�
and smoother� steady state performance� The steady state RMS error of
for the MMSE�estimate is less than ��� meters� i�e�� between one and two
sample points o��track� Since the quantization error by introducing the grid
is at least half the sample distance� i�e�� �� meters� this is a rather low value
of the position error� Remember also that we add an error corresponding to
vt� as depicted in Figure ���� in each iteration�

The di�erence between the MAP and MMSE estimates is better viewed
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in the time average of the quantity ������ shown in Table ���� In order to

Error type MMSE MAP

Unbiased et ���� m ��
�� m

Biased et ����� m ����� m

Table ���� Time�average of stationary Monte Carlo RMS error�

compare the stationary behavior of the RMS error� the time average is taken
from sample number �� to ���� The MAP�estimate has a greater average
stationary error than the MMSE�estimate� The biased error model gives
more stationary error� although the di�erence is small�

As a measure of the size of the probability density function� indepen�
dently of the estimate used� we use the number of positions in the map that
have a probability larger than the initial probability� ����� To see how fast
the algorithm reduces the area� a contour plot of the distribution fxtjYt�x� is
shown in Figure ���� The gure shows the point�mass probability after the
rst six measurements� The aircraft moves from position ���� ��� to posi�
tion ���� ��� in the map and is indicated with a cross in the gure� The rst
contour is drawn at the level ����� As seen in the gure the reduction of the
area is rather fast although there are still some false areas left after the sixth
measurement� Here we see that big parts of the map have a very low level
of probability� Removing the areas at the borders where the probability of
being is small the computation time can easily be decreased� More e�ort
can also be focused on the areas where the probability level is high� applying
a denser grid there� Still� throughout the simulations the whole map has
been used at every time step� with a xed grid resolution�

To get a measure of how fast the algorithm nds the true position� we
dene a settling time based on the probability density function size denition
above� We say that the algorithm has settled when the area reduction is
�� � i�e�� when only ��� of the original ����� positions have a probability of
at least ����� This test is performed right after each measurement update in
the algorithm� In Figure ��	 the Monte Carlo average and histograms over
this settling time are presented for the two cases of biased and unbiased
measurement error� The biased error increases the settling time but does
not alter the algorithm performance drastically� Naturally� the probability
density function for the case of biased error is strictly greater than the
probability density function for the unbiased error� The di�erence� however�
is not greater than some hundred grid points� In steady state the probability
density function size has been reduced with approximately �
 � only leaving
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some ��� grid points with a level of probability greater than ����� Note the
logarithmic scale on the vertical axis in the uppermost gure� indicating a
very fast reduction of the probability density function size�
As seen in the histograms of the gure the number of samples needed

for the algorithm to settle is rather small� Without bias in the measure�
ments only some twenty samples are needed to reduce the uncertainty area
with �� � For the unbiased case there is also a clustering of the histogram
bars� Some tracks were detected in less than twelve samples while others
needed more than twenty� This is an e�ect of the tracks starting on the non�
informative lake in the map as opposed to those starting over the varying
terrain� This indicates once more the dependence between the algorithm
performance and the terrain variation�
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Conclusions and future work

A Bayesian standpoint has been taken for the problem of terrain�aided nav�
igation� Simulations show that the BATAN algorithm has some nice prop�
erties� The main advantage of this approach seems to be the convergence
rate� As long as the aircraft does not start over the non�informative lake
the correct position is found in just a couple of samples�

Even if the convolution is time consuming the simulations show that after
the initial samples the convoluted area can be reduced and hence decrease
the computation time� With the Bayesian recursion the probability density
function of the states is propagated� any desired point estimate of the states
is possible to calculate� Further� the probability density function size and
shape can be used as a measure of the estimate reliability�

The simulations show that a sparse grid may be used as long as the
errors introduced are modeled in the lter� This idea may be generalized�
In the initial phase of the algorithm the prior has a big spatial support but
a narrow frequency span� i�e�� a sparse grid over a big area may be used�
The lter should use process and measurement noises that have the same
magnitude of their frequency support as the prior� When the probability
density function of the states becomes narrower in the spatial domain its
frequency support will grow� The noises should then be narrowed too� in
such a way that the sampling theorem still holds� This may continue until
the noises are equal to those specied in the true model� i�e�� no quantization
error is used in the lter model�

One can identify at least two di�erent roads to future work in this eld�
Either more e�ort is spent on the algorithm and it qualities as a general
nonlinear estimation algorithm� or the properties of the TAN problem and
the algorithm suitability to this application are more thoroughly examined�
The adaption of the grid discussed above is a problem that applies to both

��
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of these roads�

Many theoretical questions can be posed regarding the algorithm� In
general� when the state evolution function is nonlinear the grid will not be
equally spaced� Further study on what theory exists on irregularly sampled
functions could thus be of interest� Perhaps there is a more systematic
way to adjust the grid denseness and support than the heuristic analysis in
Section ���� Maybe something could be said about the size of the stationary
probability density function in the lter as a function of the densities fet�e�
and fvt

�v�� This would give some stationary signal to noise ratio�

Future work on the algorithm as a solution to the terrain�aided navi�
gation problem would include a comparison with the previous approaches
SITAN and TERCOM� Perhaps some real data from an aircraft can be used
to see what practical problems one might encounter using true� and not
simulated� measurements�

In a real application one can identify at least three di�erent modes de�
pending on the number of grid points� The rst mode occurs at the algo�
rithm startup� when we need to cover such a big area that the algorithm
above becomes impossible to implement� say when N � ���� The problem
is now one of database management� We need an e�cient way to store and
search for terrain elevations in some interval around the measurements and
remove those positions where we can be almost sure not to be� This could
be done either in a batch run or in a recursive manner� eliminating more and
more of the map area� Some classication must be used to nd a number
of interesting smaller areas where the convolution algorithm is feasible to
implement� After this initial reduction of the map size we enter the second
mode of operation� The point�mass recursion with a �at prior is applied�
using extra noise in the point�mass lter to cover the quantization errors
introduced by the grid� Some twenty samples of the point�mass algorithm
and the probability density function is reduced below ��� sample points�
We now start the last mode� with as small map as ��� samples interpola�
tion or resampling becomes feasible� By adjusting the grid denseness� the
quantization error can be reduced and higher resolution than the map grid
distance� �� m� is possible to obtain�

Together with the terrain�elevation maps used in this work there are
category maps which categorize the ground in forests� city� meadows� lakes
etc�� It is easy to see that in the derivation of the Bayesian recursion the
probability density function for the measurement noise could depend on the
position� x� Hence� one could use the biased error model only in the parts
of the map which are categorized as forests�

We conclude that the Bayesian approach presented in this work is rather



�	

general and seems to t the TAN problem well� The point�mass� or grid�
algorithm has some appealing characteristics� e�g�� possibilities to follow
multiple tracks in the terrain and the possibility to use general noise char�
acteristics� There are also a lot interesting problems left to solve� both
theoretical and of more practical nature�
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